
All Word Positions

Initial Medial Final

1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables 2 syllables 3+ syllables 1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables

pace pacer Pacific appear apartment ape asleep antelope

pack package pajamas apple appetite beep backstop audiotape

pact paddle Pakistan camper apple pie cap backup barbershop

pad padlock Panama capital appointment cape bagpipe baseball cap

page painful pantomime carpet boarding pass chap barbershop battleship

paid paintbrush parachute chopper canopy chip baseball cap buckle up

pail painter paragraph chopping capital clap bean soup buttercup

pain palace parakeet clipper cherry pie clip bellhop candy shop

paint pancake parallel compass computer cope belly flop cantaloupe

pair pancakes paralyze copy copyright creep bishop cassette tape

pal panda parasite couple emperor crop breakup chocolate chip

palm panel parenthesis coupon episode cup bus stop city map

Pam panic particle deeper floppy disk deep buttercup coffee cup

pan panther passenger depart frying pan dip catch up develop

pants pantry Patricia depend grasshopper droop catnip envelope

park parade patriot depot guinea pig flap checkup fingertip

part pardon Pearl Harbor diaper Japanese grape chin up fire escape

pass parent peek-a-boo dripping octopus group clean up gingersnap

paste parking penalty dustpan open door hip cough drop handicap

pat parrot pendulum floppy opening hoop countertop hula hoop

patch parsley peninsula frying pan opera hop doorstep laundry soap

path party pentagon grandpa operation hope double-dip lollipop

Paul passage percussion happen opinion jeep dust mop masking tape

pause pasture petticoat happy opposite jump eavesdrop membership

pave pathway petunia helicopter pepperoni keep escape microscope

paw patience piano hippo pineapple lap Europe mountaintop

pay patrol pineapple hopping recipe leap field trip oversleep

pea patter pioneer hopscotch repeated lip fingertip shoulder strap

peace pattern pocketbook Japan reporter map floor lamp soda pop

peach Patty pocketknife jumper republic mop footstep stethoscope

peak pavement pogo stick keeping safety pin nap friendship telescope

pear pecans polar bear leaping separate nip gallop tomato soup

pearl peaceful police officer leopard typewriter peep gossip U.S. map

pearls peacock pollution lipstick wallpaper pipe grown-up videotape

peck peanut polygon mopping zookeeper pop gumdrop

peek pebble post office napkin rap hilltop

peel pedal potato napping rip ice cap

peep pencil poverty newspaper ripe jump rope

peer penguin punctuation open rope ketchup
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